Dynamic Control for Physics−
Based Animation

Character Animation Methods
Keyframing − tedious
Motion Capture − inflexible
Physics−based animation
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Physics−Based Character
Animation

Two Approaches Presented
Here

Character under influence of environmental
forces (gravity, friction, wind, etc.)

Interactive control of physically−based
characters

Character has to act and not just react to physical
forces

Compositing existing character controllers for
complex motion

How to create realistic animation in this
scenario?
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Interactive Control for
Physically−Based Animation

Basic Example (1)

What is a suitable interactive interface for an
articulated character under the influence of
physics?

Joint torques computed by
PD controller:

Goals:
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Desk lamp with two
actuated joints



Needs to allow creation of large variety of motion
Needs to be tractable to learn
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linear mapping of mouse coordinates to
desired joint torques
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Basic Example (2)

Motion Primitives

Interface allows to produce jumps, shuffles, flips
etc.

Contiuous Control Actions
Discrete Control Actions (e.g. keystrokes)



With sufficient practice, mouse motions become
gestures rather than carefully traced trajectories

Direct control of figure



Meta−actions, modify simulation or interface
parameters

Interface exploits animator’s motor skills and
ability to reason about motion planning

State Machines



Video
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Useful in simplifying complexity of control for
strongly structured (e.g. cyclic) motions
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Does This Scale?

Control Abstraction

What about more complex characters with many
DOFs?
Can’t independently control all of them
One solution: define one−to−many mappings
from input DOF to output DOF
Can take advantage of known symmetry and
phase relationships of joints
Add keystrokes to control interface
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More Examples: Cat

Interaction Speed
Real−time oftentimes too fast for user to react
appropriately



There’s a "sweet spot" in choosing simulation
speed:


Video
1
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Motion too slow: user looses sense of necessary
rhythm
Motion too fast: unable to react quick enough to
correct small errors

Bipedal Locomotion

Walking and Running

Automatically switch active leg based on
forward lean of torso
Enables transition from marching to running and
back

Mouse controls leg joints
Keypress switches active leg
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Even More Examples

Using IK Primitives

Long jump (Video)
Can hide control complexity inherent in many
semantically−simple goal−directed actions

Climbing and "Gymnastics" (Video)

IK based trajectories for hands are invoked on
keystrokes
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Conclusions (1)

Conclusions (2)

Techniques allow for rapid, free−form
exploration of dynamic capabilities of a physical
character design




Dynamic motions of non−trivial articulated
figures can be reasonably controlled with user−in−
the−loop techniques

Too many DOFs to control
All examples are very specialized and need
customization for every action performed

Effort is required in designing the interface AND
learning to use it effectively

Applicable as interface for physics−based
computer games
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Doesn’t seem suitable for nuanced 3D motion
control for production animation
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Composable Controllers for
Physics−Based Animation

System Structure

Controller: algorithm or piece of software that
controls the motion of an articulated body

Many specialized controllers, treated as black
boxes

Large number of existing controllers for
simulating things like running, vaulting, cycling
etc.



One supervising controller
Resolves complex control task by using specialized
controllers

Controllers can only synthesize a very specific
motion
How to create a virtual character that combines
the capabilities of these controllers?
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Requirements for Specialized
Controllers

Supervising Controller (1)

Needs to define pre−conditions and post−
conditions

if no active_controller
for all controllers i = 1...N {

If pre−conditions are met, controller can run an
possibly enable character to satisfy post−
conditions

if controller[i].canHandle() == true {
put controller i into candidates
}

Needs to be able to return expected performance



}

Evaluate its performance during run−time to detect
failure
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Defining these attributes is non−trivial (more on
that later)

active_controller = arbitrate(candidates)

status = active_controller.getStatus()
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Definitions
State q  x x of figure is vector of positions and
velocities

Individual controllers return confidence/
suitability score in order to bid on becoming
active controller
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c, c : position and velocity of figure’s center of

Scheme is



expected
performance

else

Supervising Controller (2)



pre−conditions
post−conditions

mass

Simple

S : base of support (support polygon)

General: no restriction on design of individual
controller
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Pre−Conditions

Post−Conditions

Made up of following parameters:



Desired state qo, or region of state space R(qo)



Initial state qi, or region of state space R(qi)

Balance constraints Cb

Environmental parameters Ce:

Environmental constraints Ce



Contact points with ground
Ground normal
Friction



Balance Cb: indicated by relative position and velocity
of center of mass and base of support
Target state qt, or target region R(qi)
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Expected Performance

State Transitions

Only individual controllers can detect whether
they are operating nominally or whether failure
is imminent

Implicit in response to system state traversing
"regions of competency" of various controllers
Typical transition patterns occur:

Failure means controller can’t meet post−
conditions
Sources of failure:



Sudden change in environment



Badly designed pre−conditions
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Automatic Pre−Condition
Learning

Determining Pre−Conditions
Manual Approach




Use a method for fitting functions to labelled
training data

Find it in biomechanics literature




Automatic Learning approach
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Needs training set {(xi, yi)} where:

Play around with the controller to get an approximate
answer
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xi is state of figure
yi is indicator of success (1) or failure (−1) of
controller starting from state xi

Paper uses Support Vector Machine Learning
and compares with Nearest−Neighbor
classification

Support Vector Machines (1)

Support Vector Machines (2)

Find functional mappings: x f(x, α)
α’s are

Can generalize method for cases where decision
boundary is not linear

support vectors

Map data to higher−dimensional space where
linear theory can be applied

Linear SVM: Find separating hyperplane with
largest margin
Solve using Quadratic Programming
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Generating Training Sets (1)

Generating Training Sets (2)

Start at stochastically−generated initial state xi

Want sample points xi to be close to the boundary
of acceptable pre−conditions

Run simulation under influence of controller till
outcome yi becomes available

But the boundaries are what we are looking for!
Not feasible to sample uniformly and regularly
due to high dimensionality of state space
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Generating Training Sets (3)
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Start with a nominal initial state and run
simulation
Perturb by applying a random force of bounded
strength to center−of−mass of pelvis
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Perturb joints by setting randomized offset
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